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Figure 3. Efficiency of first Stokes conversion and spectrum of beam at output of Ba(NO3)2 crystal.
Figure 4. Beam images of first Stokes beam. Left, output of crystal. Right, cleaned up 873 nm beam.
Compression of a frequency shifted CPA beam is non-trivial. The operation of
CPA systems in the simplest description relies on the compressor undoing the stretch
that the stretcher has imposed upon the beam. However, shifting the frequency of the
light between the stretcher and compressor breaks the symmetry between the stretcher
and the compressor. Previous groups have compressed a Raman shifted CPA beam,
but found the compression in theory and practice to be far from the transform limit [3].
ZEMAX ray-trace simulations of our CPA system confirm that sending the Stokes
shifted light into the pulse compressor after optimizing its angle and grating separation
gives a distorted pulse. Figure 6 shows a beam of 30 nm FWHM after going through
the full CPA system with 1200 line/mm gratings in stretcher and compressor. The
beam is third order limited with large wings and nonlinear residual frequency chirp.
An alternative compression solution was needed to yield pulses suitable for RS-
LWFA. It was discovered through ray-trace simulation that using gratings of lower
dispersion of line density 830.8 line/mm gave fourth-order limited pulses with half the
pulse duration previously achievable and four times the peak power, figure 5. To
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